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A legal update from Dechert LLP

ESMA’s Final Guidelines on Repurchase and Reverse Repurchase
Agreements for UCITS Funds
The European Securities and Markets Authority (“ESMA”) published final guidelines on
repurchase (repo) and reverse repurchase agreements for UCITS funds on 4 December
2012. This is a follow-up to ESMA’s publication in July 2012 of guidelines on ETFs and
UCITS (see DechertOnPoint) (the “ETF Guidelines”), which contained a consultation on the
guidelines which have now been published.
UCITS in general and money market funds in particular make extensive use of reverse repo arrangements
(i.e., fund lends out cash and receives securities collateral), with some funds lending out all their cash on the
terms of such agreements. Repo arrangements (i.e., fund borrows cash and posts securities collateral) are
likely to be of great interest to funds which need to post cash collateral to clearing houses when mandatory
clearing of OTC derivatives applies from next year.
ESMA is mindful of the risks posed by reverse repo arrangements on funds’ cash liquidity and redemption
obligations, and the risks posed by repo arrangements on funds’ ability to recall the posted securities
collateral.
ESMA finalised its guidelines on securities lending (as opposed to repo and reverse repo) arrangements in
the ETF Guidelines. The principal guideline for securities lending is that a “UCITS should ensure that it is
able at any time to recall any security that has been lent out or terminate any securities lending arrangement
into which it has entered”. Concerns were raised at the time that application of this rule — that any securities
lent by the fund should be immediately recallable — to reverse repo arrangements would rule out the
entering into of “term” repo and reverse repo arrangements by funds, and that is why ESMA consulted
further on the issue.
The final guidelines state:
For reverse repo arrangements, a fund should ensure that it is able “at any time” either to recall the full
amount of cash or to terminate the reverse repo agreement. The cash may be recalled either on an
accrued basis (typically only applicable to overnight arrangements) or on a mark-to-market (i.e. cost of
unwinding the transaction) basis. If the cash is recallable at any time on a mark-to-market basis, the
fund should value the reverse repo on a mark-to-market basis as well.
For repo agreements, the fund should ensure that it is able “at any time” either to recall the securities
subject to the arrangements or to terminate the repo agreement.
Fixed term reverse repos and repos that do not exceed seven days are considered as
arrangements which allow the assets to be recalled at any time.
ESMA’s earlier proposals (i) to limit the maximum percentage of the fund’s assets which could be subject to
repo and reverse repo arrangements on terms which do not allow the assets to be recalled by the fund at
any time and (ii) to specify a minimum number of repo counterparties, have not been carried forward.
The guidelines will be incorporated into the main ETF Guidelines. The guidelines, together with the ETF
Guidelines, will apply two months after their official publication on ESMA’s website, which is expected to be
by the end of this year or early 2013, meaning a likely implementation date of February or March 2013.

Possible Action Points
Check terms of repo and reverse repo agreements
for compliance with guidelines.
Check valuation policy for compliance with valuation
requirements for term reverse repo arrangements.
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